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THE PROBLEM WITH AVERAGE
Since 1993, ETFs have provided an 
alternative to mutual funds and 
stocks. At first they focused on 
imitating indices, like the S&P 500.  
 
Everyone has heard of, and probably 
traded the SPY. It's a simple way to 
keep your account on track with the 
benchmarks and gain your "10% 
yearly average". Almost. 
 
The fees are small, but they still 
chip away at the average returns on 
ETFs like SPY. 

But keeping track with the market 
can still be a wild ride! It was only 
10 years ago that the S&P 500 lost 
37% in a single year. 
 
Buy and Hold investing is playing 
for average. And for a lot of people, 
the chances that they hit one of the 
big dips during their planned 
retirement year is scary. 
 
Read on to get some simple ways that 
you can take control and rev up your 
returns with little or no extra work 
managing your investments.

The historical average annual return 
of the S&P 500, adjusted for inflation. 

Source: Investopedia

The 7 year average performance 
for Active Trend Trading as of 

11/21/2018

7%

30.6%

SECRET 1: 
LEVERAGE
Not many average investors have 
heard about it, but starting in 2006, 
Wall Street started releasing 
leveraged ETFs. These ETFs trade 
just like the ones you're familiar 
with (SPY, QQQQ), but their aim is 
to move 2x or 3x the daily return of 
the entity they're following. 
 
For example, UPRO is a 3x 
leveraged ETF that tracks the 
S&P500. If the S&P is up 1% for the 
day, the managers of UPRO try to 
use leverage and derivatives to hit 
3%. See the chart on the next page.

https://www.investopedia.com/ask/answers/042415/what-average-annual-return-sp-500.asp
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So you can buy UPRO and triple your average returns 
compared to SPY, right? Hold on a second.

THE DOUBLE EDGED SWORD

Leverage is an awesome tool for 
boosting returns. But remember, if 
the S&P drops 1%, UPRO will be 
down 3% that day. The roller coaster 
gets more extreme.
 
You can win fast, but you can also 
lose fast. 
 
Also, because the managers are 
using specialty products to multiply 
the daily return, they have to 
rebalance their fund on a regular 
basis.

This can lead to some leveraged 
ETFs drifting apart from their 
tracking entity, a condition called 
contango. This is often most visible 
if the market goes sideways. The 
leveraged ETF may lose value as the 
underlying holds.
 
The leveraged ETFs weren't 
designed for long-term buy and hold 
strategies. Check out Secret 2 below 
to see how two simple strategies 
help you to ride the waves to beat 
the averages.
 

Chart 1: UPRO candles almost perfectly track the S&P line from Aug-Nov 2018. See that on the 
last day, 11/28/18, the S&P was up 2.3%, while UPRO gained 6.84%, almost exactly 3x.
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SECRET 2: YOU CAN WIELD 
THE LEVERAGE SWORD

Stocks move in patterns. Largely 
because people are habitual 
creatures. Sayings like "Sell in May 
and go away" became sayings 
because traders noticed that 
pattern. Using tools like 
EquityClock.com to study the 
typical yearly patterns can help us 
to find the opportune times to be 
watching for prime trade 
opportunities.
 
Combined with UPRO, that 
common Santa Claus rally from 
Oct-Dec. turns the typical 5-6% 
into 15-18%...if you can catch it.

HACK 1:
SEASONALITY

Conventional wisdom says you can't 
time the market. But there are 
thousands of people who do it year 
in and year out. Think of them like 
surfers who time sets of waves. 
 
There are simple technical patterns 
that repeat on stock charts with 
outcomes that become predictable 
with enough repetitions. Reading 
those patterns is the basis of 
technical analysis.
 
To the right, you can see a 
representation of common price 
movement during trends.

HACK 2: 
TECHNICALS

If you learn the clues that alert you to the green buy areas and the red sell areas, you're 
on your way to taming the roller coaster. And if you can do that, you can safely wield 
leverage for your benefit. See the following page for more detail..
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EXAMPLE: BE A BULL RIDER
LABU (below) is the 3x leveraged ETF 
that follows the S&P Biotechnology 
Select Industry Index. Like the major 
indices, Biotech has seasonal swings. 
 
The industry tends to move higher 
around mid Dec-early Jan, then early 
to mid June, and again in October. It 
doesn't happen every time, but it's 
regular enough to profit from.
 
This chart shows how just a few 
seasonal and technical signals led to 
impressive opportunities from about 
Sep 2016-Sep 2018.

Active Trend Trading teaches busy 
people like you, how to spot the 
simple seasonal and technical clues 
that open up opportunities like those 
shown below.
 
We also monitor our watch list and 
send trade alerts to subscribers when 
we see a good signal.
 
Nobody can catch all of every move, 
but even pulling 1/3 from the middle 
would help most traders to do better 
than their managers and build wealth.



AN OUNCE OF PREVENTION
Because of the inherent volatility of leveraged ETFs, it's 
necessary to practice strong discipline with position 
sizing, mechanical stops, and trade management.  
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Technical Analysis and 
Seasonality can also 
help us to exit trades 
with consistent profits, 
rather than riding the 
cycles of thrust and 
reaction.

As we said, it's possible to wield the 
double edged sword of leverage, and 
to time markets effectively, but if 
you can't exercise self control when 
it comes to following a system, 
please stay away from leveraged 
ETFs.
 
If you want to learn control, we can 
help. Read through for a special 
offer at the end of this report.

Active Trend Trading teaches premium 
members 5 simple and objective ways that 

you can choose to lock in profits and get 
ready for the next opportunity. 

 
 

Could you pick at least two of them out 
from the chart of LABU?

Next up,
Secret 3: The Magnificent 7 ETFs



SECRET 3: STICK WITH THE 
MAGNIFICENT 7 ETFS
Chasing fad stocks is a losing strategy. 
You win when you limit your watch list.
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These 7 ETFs will 
provide more than 
enough trading 
opportunities and 
profit potential to blow 
away the averages.

You might get some office admiration 
by saying you own "The Next 
Facebook" or Tesla, or Microsoft. 
Yawn. 
 
The list goes on. Filtering out the gems 
from the noise is a waste of time.
 
We'll admit, it's exciting when you get 
those 50-100% returns on a single 
trade. But that's never guaranteed. 
And the Magnificent 7 ETFs provide 
that opportunity with more regularity 
than most stocks.
 
Sexy doesn't pay the bills. Consistency 
does. And the best way to get 
consistent is to be clear on your 
objectives, use a short watch list, and 
a simple trading system.
 
You want stocks that move regularly 
and in clear patterns. That's how you 
use the techniques in Secret 2 to bag 
five trades of over 50% in two years 
on LABU and others. 
 
Our Magnificent 7 stable of leveraged 
ETFs (see right) gives you broad 
market exposure, multiple trading 
options per year (but not so many you 
can't trade alongside your real job), 
and strong moves to help grow your 
accounts. And with less effort 
compared to stock picking.

Index Trackers

Sectors

Commodities

S&P 500: UPRO
Nasdaq 100: TQQQ
Rusell 2000: TNA

Biotech: LABU
Financial: FAS

Oil: UCO
Gold Miners: NUGT

The Mag 7



CONCLUSION
You Can Do Better Than Average

1
Leveraged ETFs allow us 
to earn better returns 
than the averages with 
the convenience of ETFs.

2
You can safely wield the 
sword of leverage with 
simple supporting tools 
like seasonality and 
technical chart patterns.  

3
Keeping a short watch 
list that has trophy-level 
returns and clear 
patterns like our 
Magnificent 7 ETFs 
keeps your life simple 
and multiplies profits.

4
Active Trend Trading 
offers premium training 
on the topics discussed in 
this report using a 
proven system. Click 
below to get a special 
discount!
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PREMIUM MEMBERSHIP SPECIAL
ATTS Core Training                 
Live Premium Weekly Webinars         
Friday Final Trading Hour Live
Live Trade Alerts (Text & Email)
Premium Email Newsletter 
Our Go-No Go Table
Candlesticks Bonus Training

Value:
$899

$399/mo
$199/mo
$199/mo
$149/mo
$49/mo

$99
 TOTAL VALUE: $1,993

Click here for 
40% off the 

monthly price. 
Password:

MAG7

Monthly Price: $124.99

http://activetrendtrading.com/
https://activetrendtrading.com/premium-membership-special/


ABOUT ACTIVE TREND TRADING
A Training and Timing Service Based on 3 words:

Clarify. Simplify. Multiply.
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Active Trend Trading began 
with the premise that typical 
training for traders was too 
complex. We asked what was 
essential for a profitable system, 
and cut all the fluff. That drove 
us to our motto: Clarify. 
Simplify. Multiply.
 
Join us to learn how you can do 
the same. We’ve been training 
busy people how to trade 
profitably since 2010. You can 
be a consistently profitable 
trader and take control of your 
investments.
 
Happy Trading and God Bless,
Dennis Wilborn

1
When you Clarify 
your system, you 
remove confusion.

2
When you Simplify 
your system, you 
create focus.

3
Then you’re free to 
Multiply your 
profits.

You can also find more ATTS content by clicking below.

Disclaimer: This report does not offer any promise of similar returns, nor is it a recommendation to buy any of 
these entities. It is provided as information only, based on observed past price action. There is no suggestion that 
similar results will continue into the future. All Active Trend Trading materials presented are for training 
purposes only. Traders should always paper trade any new method prior to the risk of their own personal capital.
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